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FROM THE SECRET MUSEUM TO TIMES SQ

Pornography has become an increasingly prominent part of 
social and cultural life

THE PORNIFICATION OF THE WORLD



  

AND FROM CENSURE…

“Prolonged consumption of pornography distorts perceptions of 
sexuality [and] breeds discontent with the physical appearance and 
the sexual performance of intimate partners”.

Zillmann (1986:26–7)

“exposure to [porn] was related to greater dissatisfaction with their 
body […] sexually explicit material should be added to our thinking 
about media images as a source of […] body dissatisfaction”.

Peter & Walkenburg (2014:303)

ACADEMIC VIEWS OF PORN



  

…TO CELEBRATION…

“Pornography is valuable. It sends out messages of comfort and 
rebellion. It says: Lust is not evil. The body is not hateful. Physical 
pleasure is a joyful thing and should not be hidden or denied.”

Califia (2000:52)

“One of the most common informal sources of sexual information 
was pornography in its various forms. Pornography was usually 
described as one of the only resources available.”

Kubicek et al. (2010:250)

ACADEMIC VIEWS OF PORN



  

…BUT WHERE'S THE EVIDENCE?

“So much has been written about the issue of pornography and so 
little about its actual texts.”

Williams (1989:29)

“General claims about the ‘sexualization of culture’ have paid 
insufficient attention to the different ways in which different bodies 
are represented erotically.”

Gill (2009a:153–4)

(Some valuable exceptions: Baker 2004; Bolton 1995; Koller 2015; Marko 
2008; Morrish & Sauntson 2007; Motschenbacher 2010)

ACADEMIC VIEWS OF PORN



  

FRAGMENTATION

Does porn dehumanise actors by presenting them “not as whole 
people but as fetishized, dismembered ‘bits’, as objects”?
(Gill 2009b:96)

GENDERED BODIES

Does porn reproduce gendered stereotypes by emphasising, 
labelling and describing specific body parts in terms that are 
“stereotypically associated with the (ideal) female or male body”?
(Motschenbacher 2010:123)

TWO KEY QUESTIONS



  

L1K CORPUS (ONLINE EROTICA)

Literotica: large free erotica 
repository

Top-rated 1014 stories (39 from 
each category, excluding how-
tos, reviews and novellas)

Collected December 2014
(hat tip Mark A. Thornton)

9988622 tokens
35941 types

MATERIALS

http://markallenthornton.com/blog


  

WHOLE PEOPLE
(VS DISMEMBERED BITS)

Conceptual approach: 
distributional comparison of 
pronominal vs body part 
references (Mills 1995:133–4)
Compared with general English 
fiction and literature to preserve 
genre consistency

FRAGMENTATION

 he she

BNC 16573 14331

COCA 14108 10650

STRATHY 15352   9764

L1K 10649 18685
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Conceptual approach: 
distributional comparison of 
pronominal vs body part 
references (Mills 1995:133–4)
Compared with general English 
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genre consistency

L1K: more concerned with 
women?
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WHOLE PEOPLE
(VS DISMEMBERED BITS)

Conceptual approach: 
distributional comparison of 
pronominal vs body part 
references (Mills 1995:133–4)
Compared with general English 
fiction and literature to preserve 
genre consistency

L1K: more concerned with 
women? Or focalised from the 
POV of male characters?
(In any case: character-focused)

FRAGMENTATION

 he she I

BNC 16573 14331 17788

COCA 14108 10650 18220

STRATHY 15352   9764 19289

L1K 10649 18685 25510



  

DISMEMBERED BITS
(VS WHOLE PEOPLE)

Overlexicalisation of body part 
terms, especially genitalia: ‘ivory 
rod’, ‘meat stick’, ‘dusky cavern’, 
‘love tunnel’, ‘joy button’ (cf. 
Marko 2008; Morrish & Sauntson 
2007)

Bulk of references employ few 
terms (Zipfian distribution)

FRAGMENTATION

hand 3216.90 skin 354.42
cock 2984.98 neck 311.37
eye 1904.23 shaft 300.23
pussy 1871.30 hole 271.80
mouth 1664.13 ear 257.59
body 1641.02 heart 250.02
face 1557.27 stomach 245.83
finger 1423.11 butt 207.48
ass 1394.17 asshole 201.24
leg 1343.45 crotch 171.08
lip 1335.89 erection 170.56
breast 1002.22 vagina 152.67
tongue 979.01 belly 130.79
nipple 770.51 slit 124.45
hair 673.16 thumb 110.95
hip 651.89 chin 95.51
thigh 540.22 ankle 95.10
tit 452.79 anus 94.89
dick 435.31 wrist 91.42
knee 429.27 palm 89.47
chest 425.39 pubic 88.45
clit 423.55 mound 83.75
ball 406.27 brain 75.87
cunt 382.03 buttock 73.52
penis 375.18 clitoris 66.98



  

DISMEMBERED BITS
(VS WHOLE PEOPLE)

Female genitalia

FRAGMENTATION

hand 3216.90 skin 354.42
cock 2984.98 neck 311.37
eye 1904.23 shaft 300.23
pussy 1871.30 hole 271.80
mouth 1664.13 ear 257.59
body 1641.02 heart 250.02
face 1557.27 stomach 245.83
finger 1423.11 butt 207.48
ass 1394.17 asshole 201.24
leg 1343.45 crotch 171.08
lip 1335.89 erection 170.56
breast 1002.22 vagina 152.67
tongue 979.01 belly 130.79
nipple 770.51 slit 124.45
hair 673.16 thumb 110.95
hip 651.89 chin 95.51
thigh 540.22 ankle 95.10
tit 452.79 anus 94.89
dick 435.31 wrist 91.42
knee 429.27 palm 89.47
chest 425.39 pubic 88.45
clit 423.55 mound 83.75
ball 406.27 brain 75.87
cunt 382.03 buttock 73.52
penis 375.18 clitoris 66.98



  

DISMEMBERED BITS
(VS WHOLE PEOPLE)

Female genitalia

Male genitalia

FRAGMENTATION

hand 3216.90 skin 354.42
cock 2984.98 neck 311.37
eye 1904.23 shaft 300.23
pussy 1871.30 hole 271.80
mouth 1664.13 ear 257.59
body 1641.02 heart 250.02
face 1557.27 stomach 245.83
finger 1423.11 butt 207.48
ass 1394.17 asshole 201.24
leg 1343.45 crotch 171.08
lip 1335.89 erection 170.56
breast 1002.22 vagina 152.67
tongue 979.01 belly 130.79
nipple 770.51 slit 124.45
hair 673.16 thumb 110.95
hip 651.89 chin 95.51
thigh 540.22 ankle 95.10
tit 452.79 anus 94.89
dick 435.31 wrist 91.42
knee 429.27 palm 89.47
chest 425.39 pubic 88.45
clit 423.55 mound 83.75
ball 406.27 brain 75.87
cunt 382.03 buttock 73.52
penis 375.18 clitoris 66.98



  

DISMEMBERED BITS
(VS WHOLE PEOPLE)

Female genitalia

Male genitalia

Buttocks and anus

FRAGMENTATION

hand 3216.90 skin 354.42
cock 2984.98 neck 311.37
eye 1904.23 shaft 300.23
pussy 1871.30 hole 271.80
mouth 1664.13 ear 257.59
body 1641.02 heart 250.02
face 1557.27 stomach 245.83
finger 1423.11 butt 207.48
ass 1394.17 asshole 201.24
leg 1343.45 crotch 171.08
lip 1335.89 erection 170.56
breast 1002.22 vagina 152.67
tongue 979.01 belly 130.79
nipple 770.51 slit 124.45
hair 673.16 thumb 110.95
hip 651.89 chin 95.51
thigh 540.22 ankle 95.10
tit 452.79 anus 94.89
dick 435.31 wrist 91.42
knee 429.27 palm 89.47
chest 425.39 pubic 88.45
clit 423.55 mound 83.75
ball 406.27 brain 75.87
cunt 382.03 buttock 73.52
penis 375.18 clitoris 66.98



  

DISMEMBERED BITS
(VS WHOLE PEOPLE)

Female genitalia

Male genitalia

Buttocks and anus

Breasts and chests

FRAGMENTATION

hand 3216.90 skin 354.42
cock 2984.98 neck 311.37
eye 1904.23 shaft 300.23
pussy 1871.30 hole 271.80
mouth 1664.13 ear 257.59
body 1641.02 heart 250.02
face 1557.27 stomach 245.83
finger 1423.11 butt 207.48
ass 1394.17 asshole 201.24
leg 1343.45 crotch 171.08
lip 1335.89 erection 170.56
breast 1002.22 vagina 152.67
tongue 979.01 belly 130.79
nipple 770.51 slit 124.45
hair 673.16 thumb 110.95
hip 651.89 chin 95.51
thigh 540.22 ankle 95.10
tit 452.79 anus 94.89
dick 435.31 wrist 91.42
knee 429.27 palm 89.47
chest 425.39 pubic 88.45
clit 423.55 mound 83.75
ball 406.27 brain 75.87
cunt 382.03 buttock 73.52
penis 375.18 clitoris 66.98



  

DISMEMBERED BITS
(VS WHOLE PEOPLE)

Female genitalia

Male genitalia

Buttocks and anus

Breasts and chests

Hands

FRAGMENTATION

hand 3216.90 skin 354.42
cock 2984.98 neck 311.37
eye 1904.23 shaft 300.23
pussy 1871.30 hole 271.80
mouth 1664.13 ear 257.59
body 1641.02 heart 250.02
face 1557.27 stomach 245.83
finger 1423.11 butt 207.48
ass 1394.17 asshole 201.24
leg 1343.45 crotch 171.08
lip 1335.89 erection 170.56
breast 1002.22 vagina 152.67
tongue 979.01 belly 130.79
nipple 770.51 slit 124.45
hair 673.16 thumb 110.95
hip 651.89 chin 95.51
thigh 540.22 ankle 95.10
tit 452.79 anus 94.89
dick 435.31 wrist 91.42
knee 429.27 palm 89.47
chest 425.39 pubic 88.45
clit 423.55 mound 83.75
ball 406.27 brain 75.87
cunt 382.03 buttock 73.52
penis 375.18 clitoris 66.98



  

DISMEMBERED BITS
(VS WHOLE PEOPLE)

Female genitalia

Male genitalia

Buttocks and anus

Breasts and chests

Hands

Heads and faces

FRAGMENTATION

hand 3216.90 skin 354.42
cock 2984.98 neck 311.37
eye 1904.23 shaft 300.23
pussy 1871.30 hole 271.80
mouth 1664.13 ear 257.59
body 1641.02 heart 250.02
face 1557.27 stomach 245.83
finger 1423.11 butt 207.48
ass 1394.17 asshole 201.24
leg 1343.45 crotch 171.08
lip 1335.89 erection 170.56
breast 1002.22 vagina 152.67
tongue 979.01 belly 130.79
nipple 770.51 slit 124.45
hair 673.16 thumb 110.95
hip 651.89 chin 95.51
thigh 540.22 ankle 95.10
tit 452.79 anus 94.89
dick 435.31 wrist 91.42
knee 429.27 palm 89.47
chest 425.39 pubic 88.45
clit 423.55 mound 83.75
ball 406.27 brain 75.87
cunt 382.03 buttock 73.52
penis 375.18 clitoris 66.98



  

DISMEMBERED BITS
(VS WHOLE PEOPLE)

Female genitalia

Male genitalia

Buttocks and anus

Breasts and chests

Hands

Heads and faces

Legs

Other external & internal parts

FRAGMENTATION

hand 3216.90 skin 354.42
cock 2984.98 neck 311.37
eye 1904.23 shaft 300.23
pussy 1871.30 hole 271.80
mouth 1664.13 ear 257.59
body 1641.02 heart 250.02
face 1557.27 stomach 245.83
finger 1423.11 butt 207.48
ass 1394.17 asshole 201.24
leg 1343.45 crotch 171.08
lip 1335.89 erection 170.56
breast 1002.22 vagina 152.67
tongue 979.01 belly 130.79
nipple 770.51 slit 124.45
hair 673.16 thumb 110.95
hip 651.89 chin 95.51
thigh 540.22 ankle 95.10
tit 452.79 anus 94.89
dick 435.31 wrist 91.42
knee 429.27 palm 89.47
chest 425.39 pubic 88.45
clit 423.55 mound 83.75
ball 406.27 brain 75.87
cunt 382.03 buttock 73.52
penis 375.18 clitoris 66.98



  

WHOLE PEOPLE AND DISMEMBERED BITS

Body part references are significantly more frequent in porn 
than in other fiction genres

FRAGMENTATION



  

WHOLE PEOPLE AND DISMEMBERED BITS

But not all these references are dehumanising; ‘eyes’, ‘faces’, etc., 
“stand in for the person's whole being” (Kuhn 1985:37)

FRAGMENTATION



  

WHOLE PEOPLE AND DISMEMBERED BITS

Rather than fragmentation, perhaps hyperbolic carnality:
‘showing and telling the details of sexual acts and bodily 
sensations’ (Paasonen 2010:150)

The density of body part references appears in addition to, not at 
the expense of, attention to the subjects' individuality

GENDERED BODIES



  

CARNALITY IS UNEQUALLY DISTRIBUTED

Except for male genitalia, all body parts are more frequently 
mentioned of male than female characters

GENDERED BODIES



  

CARNALITY IS UNEQUALLY DISTRIBUTED

This overuse remains even when factoring the higher frequency of 
female characters overall

GENDERED BODIES



  GENDERED BODIES: GENITALIA

COCKS ARE…
f MI collocate
70 7.46241 softening
63 7.12557 sprang
41 7.06815 ramming
80 7.04607 hardening
32 6.8671 lodged
102 6.8624 twitched
78 6.8366 twitch
60 6.80437 rammed
40 6.78531 flaccid
31 6.77691 sprung
73 6.75925 throbbed
320 6.69318 throbbing
37 6.67284 pulsating
46 6.66275 engulfed
79 6.65782 twitching

PUSSIES ARE…
f MI collocate
154 8.29553 bald
228 7.73834 shaved
84 7.72434 sopping
59 7.68823 shaven
25 7.2049 contracting
50 7.18182 hairless
28 7.15267 spasming
85 7.12589 soaking
37 7.04287 wetter
54 7.01589 drenched
283 6.96062 juice
55 6.91002 hairy
164 6.89742 eating
61 6.88628 fingering
23 6.8823 contracted



  GENDERED BODIES: MALE GENITALIA

WHAT COCK IS LIKE: ADJECTIVAL COLLOCATES
hardness: hard (1295), erect (186), stiff (125), rigid (70), limp (55), flaccid (31); 
esp. change: softening (56), hardening (54)

excitement: throbbing (189), swollen (79), engorged (75), aching (59)

size: big (960), huge (389), massive (175), , large (140), monster (102), giant (72), 
enormous (71), biggest (49), horse (43); esp. thickness: thick (292), fat (130)

race: black (601) type: real (108), fake (46)

ass cheeks while she grinds her pussy against my hard cock . I break off the kiss and 
couch to lay on top of Ashley, aiming his throbbing cock at her pussy. I pitied her 
eagerly wrapping her little white fingers around his black cock , and shoving him back into
her back to him, against the wall, and his long cock buried deep inside her, felt 
been yearning for so much, to see another man's stiff cock saying a hot hello to 
my bed naked, with his hand wrapped around  his hard cock . He continued his slow
her again.   Todd moved closer.  I watched as  his thick cock came close. I saw pre cum 
face fucked me. He even made me deepthroat  his massive cock . The time, Amy and Kim got 
for me. I started sucking up and down  his monster cock as much as I could; the 
his hips moved of their own accord, driving  his aching cock deeper and deeper into her
the other night. I've just never seen…I just…Your horse cock just scared me, ok." 



  GENDERED BODIES: MALE GENITALIA

WHAT TO DO WITH COCK: VERBAL COLLOCATES (L)
thrust: pump (198), thrust (195), shove (144), drive (108), slam (107), bury (54), 
ram (43), pound (42), force (36), impale (35), plunge (31)
slide: slide (127), ease (47) place: guide (58), position (44)
suck: suck (1512), swallow (30) grab: grip (94), grasp (61), squeeze (58)
rub: stroke (605), rub (171), jerk (43) express: milk (71)
ride: ride (70) engulf: engulf (34)
let go: release (62), withdraw (40)

rubbing her clit, while I had been pumping my cock into her.  "Ohhh, Jack! I'm 
delight from your throat every time Brian slammed his cock into your pussy. I began sliding 
She screamed as he pounded nine inches of his cock into her pussy bringing her off
my cock. I held her head and eased my cock in and out of her mouth, while
in the eye and asked me to guide Jordan's cock back into her mouth.   I looked
willing mouth.  I swallowed every drop and sucked his cock till he was soft. About that time
. He could feel her pussy gripping and squeezing his cock and he marveled at such an
down the front of my shorts, he jerked my cock violently. I couldn't help it, I
iful breasts. I watched her thin hands milk Nathan's fat little cock , dripping more on her
him and the way Beth was nonchalantly riding his cock right in front of his girlfriend's
until I'm completely spent. She engulfs my softening cock entirely in her mouth and just



  GENDERED BODIES: MALE GENITALIA

WHAT COCK DOES: VERBAL COLLOCATES (R)
twitch: throb (249), twitch (219), spring (93), pulse (82), jerk (68), strain (55)
harden: grow (181), swell (164), stick (85), point (45), harden (42), poke (38)
thrust: bury (209), pump (100), pound (41) slide: slide (544)
enter: press (90), disappear (66), stretch (39), pop (38), enter (31)
ejaculate: explode (89), erupt (33), spurt (30) fill: fill (111) 
feel: feel (66)

the panties to his nose and inhaled deeply. His cock throbbed as he drew in the 
He was wearing boxers, and I could see his cock straining against them, the
to unbutton my blouse."  'Oh my,' he thought, his cock swelling in his slacks, not at
their breath when Fred came into the room, his cock sticking out in front of him. 
e helplessly quivering. She moaned in pleasure as his cock buried itself in her, fucking
either. The finger eased into her butt while his cock continued to pound into her
tting it again. And suddenly Becky watched as John's cock slid into Kelly's pussy, totally
his wife's butt. Watching the tip of his cock disappear into her asshole
of my cockhead.  My body went rigid as my cock flared and erupted in Leah's
for a moment while I was in ecstasy. His big cock had filled me completely, but I
you get harder?"   I thought she was kidding. My cock felt like it was ready to rip



  GENDERED BODIES: MALE GENITALIA

using you?" As she dug her fingers into her already wet pussy , and began to frig as 
table, his nose bare inches from his mother's open oozing pussy . Karin stared in amazement
talking while I buried my face against her soft moist pussy and my tongue buried within 
's mouth was flooded with juice from Alana's quivering pussy . He savored every bit.
felt his hot cum as it shot into her tender pussy . "Mmm, she moaned. Her
room to show each administrator her prettily trimmed pussy .  Michael was left on h
tightly together to keep from flashing the world my shaved pussy -- if there had been any doubt
edge of her desk and looked down at her gaping pussy as my cock stood at her 
a mask of perverse pleasure as Drew filled her tight pussy with his horse-meat.  "God, it'
body to bury his tongue deep in her exposed and open pussy .   "What the fuck?" squealed
us." Jenny lifted her skirt to show me her bare pussy before offering a quick wink

WHAT PUSSY IS LIKE: ADJECTIVAL COLLOCATES
wetness: wet (652), dripping (135), slick (68), sopping (65), moist (56), soaking 
(53), soaked (43), glistening (41), juicy (33), drenched (31), oozing (27), sloppy (19)
swelling: pink (102), swollen (102), throbbing (40), tender (25), quivering (23)
grooming: shaved (191), bald (139), smooth (71), shaven (51), hairy (51), hairless 
(43), trimmed (24)
heat: hot (234), burning (20) openness: hungry (28), gaping (27)
size: tight (414) taste: sweet (206), delicious (34)
visibility: bare (104), exposed (41) virginity: virgin (43)



  GENDERED BODIES: FEMALE GENITALIA

WHAT TO DO WITH PUSSY: VERBAL COLLOCATES (L)
lick: eat (411), lick (377), suck (128), taste (50), lap (22) 

rub: rub (308), grind (112), touch (48)

thrust: pound (102), bury (91), finger (81)

open: spread (159), access (28), stretch (25) fill: fill (170)

show:  cover (135), expose (40) groom: shave (22)

the thought of this young, slim girl eating her cum-filled pussy . After Erica had done her
my neck up to begin lapping away at her juicing pussy . Above, her perfect tits looked
's body arched violently off the desk, her hips grinding her pussy against his face. In
again. Andrea could see that Maria was rubbing her bare pussy against Seth’s crotch. Andrea
cervix. Soon, Lisa was begging me to pound her aching pussy . I could not decline such an
panties down to her knees and buried her face into her pussy . Alana had obviously dreamed
tight fit, but this one was positively stretching her well used pussy out, and she loved it
The fifth time, she takes her hands and spreads my pussy as wide as she can. My clitoris 
her thighs, and was now just barely covering her bare pussy . "Mrs. C., why don't you
Then, incredibly she whispered, "Yes sweetie, fill my pussy like my mouth was filled by
not really sexual. And, I thought that shaving her sister's pussy and touching her in that



  GENDERED BODIES: FEMALE GENITALIA

WHAT PUSSY DOES: VERBAL COLLOCATES (R)
tighten: contract (52), clench (50), clamp (44), tighten (44), throb (35), spasm (25), 
twitch (20)

moisten: drip (77), drench (23), explode (23), flow (23), flood (22), 

grab: squeeze (90), grip (53), milk (21) feel: tingle (65), feel (49)

taste: taste (56) stick out: stick (20), point (19)

Elaine typed, giggling. She almost bit her tongue when her pussy clenched again.  "Confes
Tara gave in. She couldn't help herself. Her body seized. Her pussy spasmed. And she felt
until I scream, with every suck you give my nipples my pussy contracts around your cock,
the front of her baby doll top over her sexy panties. Her pussy was already flowing as
of turning my husband into a cocksucking faggot. My pussy drips thinking about it. Then,
her juice pouring down onto his balls, and her climaxing pussy gripped his cock as his hot
as my pussy drains your life," she said.  Her soft pussy gently squeezed his cock and
lift them. Lying there she tried to catch her breath. Her pussy tingled from where the man
more fertile even as his cock thrust within her; her pussy seemed to be stretching;
"Of course I did," John answered.  "Oh, John, Shauna's pussy tasted so nice," Jenny said.
and moved over to the bed. They could see Jenny's ass and pussy sticking at them as she



  

WHAT NAUGHTY BITS ARE LIKE: COMPARISON

Gendering of size (heterosexual structuralism: “female and male 
bodies are seen to complement each other”; Paasonen 2012:125)

Female body as a site for agency: womanscaping for desirability

But not as a site of agency: predominance of intransitive processes

Sensory evidence of male focalisation: sight, taste, touch

GENDERED BODIES: GENITALIA



  GENDERED BODIES: FACES

FACE: KEYWORDS BY GENDER
HIS (log ratio>1)
description: handsome (18) 
expression: laughed (9)
action: pussy (55), tits (20), writhing (6) 

LOCKED
expression: grin (106+126), big (60+67)

HER  (log ratio<-1)
description: beautiful (66), pretty (65), 
lovely (19)
expression: turned (81), tears (49)
action: cum (139), cock (121), held (40), 
fucked (24), sperm (16)

 
 
description: handsome (21) 
expression: shadow (5)
action: pussy (54), tit (5)

 

 
description: beautiful (80), pretty (75), 
lovely (19)
expression: flushed (117)



  GENDERED BODIES: FACES

FACE: PATTERNS BY GENDER
HIS
"I like pain." A slow smile spread across his handsome face . I found four plates and
eyes sparkled in the dim candlelight as he laughed and his face lit up like a candle when he
Sounds like an epic fuck."  Kyle laughed and lowered his face in his hands. "Okay. So
man holding a limp and naked girl in his burly arms, his face hidden by the shadow as he
the empty room. The light from the solitary lamp etched his face with menacing shadows. 
had finished with the last of them, John got to his feet, his face smeared with pussy juices.
my perky tits. I happily straddled his lap with my tits in his face as he rubbed and sucked on
and came for a second time, writhing mindlessly on his face as her entire body erupted in 

HER
and all of the colors perfectly accentuated her beautiful face , eyes and skin tone. She was
my eyes for the first time since I had entered her. Her face  was lovely, the cheeks still
the vibrator out and turned it off.  Jean lay panting, her face flushed. Her eyes were
him, stopping when she saw Dale. The tears staining her face with streaks of mascara only
 her bottom out toward the class. She turned her head, her face , back to Alex, and said
her lips, it spurt several streams of cum onto her panting face , into her hair, and over her
first time, he had roughly grabbed her head and fucked her face like she was just an object
the chair slightly. Mark went to Anne’s head, and held her face still with his hands. At the first
 



  GENDERED BODIES: EYES

EYES: KEYWORDS BY GENDER
HIS (log ratio>1)
expression: predatory (6)
gaze: keep (32), staring (28), feel (23), meet 
(20), let (18), strained (7)

LOCKED
gaze: into (244+342)

HER  (log ratio<-1)
description: green (47), blue (24), beautiful 
(29)
expression: tears (184), smile (42), wiped 
(33), pleading (13), welling (10)
gaze: opening (49), paused (10)

 
 
expression: feeling (12), gentle (5)
gaze: leaving (20), followed (19), roamed 
(16), roaming (9), bore (7), linger (6)
target: body (40), breasts (12), ass (9), wife 
(9), mother (9)
 
gaze: closed (119+484), wide (59+267), 
widened (23+105)
 
description: green (53)
expression: rolled (78), glazed (49), tears 
(48), fluttered (30), sparkling (29), sparkled 
(27), fire (13), dancing (11), cheeks (10)
action: kissed (18), parted (10)
target: cock (38)



  GENDERED BODIES: EYES

EYES: PATTERNS BY GENDER
HIS
boy," she whispered sexily, noting how he couldn't keep his eyes to himself, looking down her
inordinately long time to find the album. Tess could feel his eyes on her ass and a little trickle of
almost … intimate, and she was finding it hard to meet his eyes . "Well … okay." he said, with
rigid cock. "Are you ready?" He looked at her and let his eyes  linger down to her gorgeous
her for a moment, considering, the predatory gleam in his eyes making her breath catch, even
uo at him and saw him smiling down at me. The look in his eyes was just as gentle as his
moment before answering. He turned in his seat, letting his eyes drift over Jennifer's body.
her hands and knees to crawl towards him, knowing that his eyes were drawn to her breasts as
 
HER
almost as if he were bouncing a basketball, opening her eyes to look foxily up at him from
the girl he loved so much. "Hi," Emily said with tears in her eyes  . He wiped one away and
and quickly flipped her over onto her back. Her pleading eyes flicked between his huge slick
through the short, black, hair. It *did* feel like fur. Her blue eyes were smoky with arousal as
any thought of mine. She made a sharp gasp, shut her eyes and parted her lips invitingly. I
ass cheeks, sending my warm breath onto her pussy. Her eyes were open wide and dancing
legs. Her hair was black and screamed dominance. Her eyes were green. She was
it as he approached her mouth. She couldn't take her eyes off his cock! It was so small
 



  GENDERED BODIES: HANDS

HAND: KEYWORDS BY GENDER
HIS (log ratio>1)
description: big (49), strong (49), large (48), 
powerful (12), massive (10)
target: waist (25), thigh (19), buttocks (14), 
bottom (12)
action: slapped (17), pushing (16), brush (8)
LOCKED
target: cock (135+334), head (59+155), 
ass (65+55)
HER  (log ratio<-1)
description: small (98), tiny (37), dainty (8)
target: herself (86), shaft (60), balls (56), 
penis (56), pulse (10), cocks (10)
action: pumped (39), covered (38)
support: leaning (20), knelt (17), rest (15)

 
 
description: big (52), strong (47), large (44), 
powerful (12)
target: breasts (173), ass (127), waist (87), 
thighs (61), cheeks (46), bare (45), wife (30)
action: cup (43), engulfed (6)
 
target: body (83+70)
action: slid (116+103)
 
description: small (100), tiny (33)
target: cock (189), chest (129), balls (59), 
shaft (57), base (46), herself (45), dick (27)
action: shaking (55), cover (27)
support: knees (216)



  GENDERED BODIES: HANDS

HAND: PATTERNS BY GENDER
HIS
a naughty little girl you are" He said with a smile as his big hand ran up under my skirt and
Jessica's knees and seized her tits with his strong black hands . His fingers dug into her firm 
her legs and cupping her backside with his massive hands . She was going to protest, but 
was also revenge. *** Ken's wrapped his strong, confident hands around her waist, and began
really trying to get away. He spanked her bottom, his large hand covering her plump cheek
She moaned and squirmed in his embrace when she felt his hand on the bare flesh above her
and made sure to ‘accidentally’ brush the backs of his hands and wrists against the 
Linda felt foolish not wanting to shake his hand. His big hand engulfed her small dainty

HER
forward and took hold of her hand. Tara watched her dainty hand disappear in his firm, electric 
had found she always grew excited at the sight of her tiny hand holding his thick shaft. Ron 
some, please Timmy ! », begged a delirious Danielle. Her hands were busy fingering herself
moan in her throat as she felt Patrick's penis pulse in her hand and squirt sticky pre-cum.
Cat's pussy. Cat instinctively covered herself up with her hands out of embarrassment. Sophia
behind your head like we told you." Judi put her shaking hands behind her head shivering 
in the back of his throat. She rocked back and forth on her hands and knees, fucking herself
pushing her backwards until she was leaning back on her hands . He grabbed her head and



  

FRAGMENTATION

‘Fleshiness’ a major theme, but subjectivity not absent

Need for more and more detailed benchmarks for comparison
> Is the focus on body parts a useful criterion for distinguishing 

porn from erotica?

GENDERED BODIES

Marked emphasis on the female body, its appearance and upkeep

Binarism — female:male :: small:big :: emotion:action
> How monolithic are these patterns? Mainstream vs alternative 

pornographies: BDSM, LGBTQ, poly/swing/cuckold, etc.

CONCLUSIONS AND WAYS FORWARD
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